We use a systematic approach to investigate the influence of the specific solution condition on quench-induced precipitation of coarse secondary phase particles during subsequent cooling for a wide range of cooling rates. Commercially produced plate material of aluminum alloy EN AW-6082 was investigated and the applied solution treatment conditions were chosen based on heating differential scanning calorimetry experiments of the initial T651 condition. The kinetics of the quench-induced precipitation were investigated by in situ cooling differential scanning calorimetry for a wide range of cooling rates. The nature of those quench-induced precipitates was analyzed by electron microscopy. The experimental data was evaluated with respect to the detrimental effect of incomplete dissolution on the age-hardening potential. We show that if the chosen solution temperature and soaking duration are too low or short, the solution treatment results in an incomplete dissolution of secondary phase particles. This involves precipitation during subsequent cooling to start concurrently with the onset of cooling, which increases the quench sensitivity. However, if the solution conditions allow the formation of a complete solid solution, precipitation will start after a certain degree of undercooling, thus keeping the upper critical cooling rate at the usual alloy-specific level.
Introduction
The most important heat treatment which allows to increase the strength of several aluminum alloys is the age-hardening heat treatment [1] . Within this heat treatment, solution annealing, which is the generation of a solid solution, establishes the basis for the potential decomposition of solid solutions by quench-induced precipitation and/or supersaturation of the solid solution during subsequent cooling. A fully supersaturated solid solution is the precondition to obtain maximum strength after 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
Here, heating and cooling rates in the 0.01-5 K/s range were investigated using two different types of DSC devices. The slower scanning rates (up to 0.1 K/s) were performed in a CALVET-type heat-flux DSC (Setaram DSC 121, Caluire-et-Cuire, France), whereas the faster rates (0.1-5 K/s) were examined in power-compensated DSCs (PerkinElmer Pyris Diamond DSC, PerkinElmer DSC 8500, Waltham, MA, USA). The two DSC device types required different sample geometries. Cylindrical samples with a diameter of 6 mm, a length of 21.65 mm, and a mass of about 1600 mg were used for the measurements in the heat-flux DSC. The samples for the power-compensated DSCs also have a cylindrical shape, but with a diameter of 6.4 mm, a height of 1 mm, and a mass of about 80 mg. The samples were packed in pure aluminum crucibles and then placed in the micro-ovens of the calorimeter. The heating rate to reach the solution-annealing temperature is 0.1 K/s in the heat-flux DSC and 2 K/s in the power-compensated DSCs.
Data Processing of Raw Measured Heat Flow Curves
It is necessary to eliminate the device-specific curvature to obtain high-quality DSC raw data. This curvature can be determined by recording a baseline measurement. Pure aluminum references are placed in both micro-ovens (the two DSC sensors) for the baseline measurement, and the identical temperature program to the one performed during a sample measurement is performed. Pure aluminum (99.9995% purity) was used as the reference material for DSC. The device-specific curvature of the measured curves can change slightly, especially for the power-compensated calorimeters, within a few hours. The following scheme of first acquiring a sample measurement, followed by a baseline measurement, and then another sample measurement, was performed. The aim is to have a fresh baseline for each sample measurement. However, to keep experimental effort small, we use one baseline run for two sample measurements-one before and one directly after the baseline run. By subtracting the baseline from the sample measurement, the device-specific curvature can be removed from the raw data.
The heating experiments consisted of four sample measurements and two baselines in the heat-flux DSC, and eight single-sample measurements were recorded with four related baseline measurements in the power-compensated DSCs for each heating rate. The cooling experiments for each cooling rate in the heat-flux DSC consisted of two-four sample measurements with one or two associated baseline measurements in the heat-flux DSC, and six sample measurements with three related baseline measurements in the power-compensated DSCs.
Comparison of the measurements with different heating or cooling rates (β) and different sample masses (m S ) requires the normalization of the measured heat flow to the value of excess specific heat capacity (C p excess ) according to Equation (1) [16] , where .
Q S and .
Q Bl are the sample and baseline heat flows, respectively, and β is the scan (heating or cooling) rate. Figure 1 shows the evaluation of the DSC curves for a heating curve produced from a heating rate of 0.5 K/s that was recorded with a power-compensated DSC. Figure 1A shows the recorded raw data. The device-specific curvature is eliminated by subtracting the baseline measurement from the sample measurement, as shown in Figure 1B . Figure 1C shows the data normalized by scanning rate and sample mass, which still contains overshoot artefacts [15] that have to be excluded from further evaluations. Figure 1D shows two resulting heating curves of the EN AW-6082 alloy from the initial state T651, with a heating rate of 0.5 K/s depending on temperature. As shown in Figure 1D , the dissolution of precipitates is not complete even at high temperatures up to 580 • C. This can be seen by the fact, that the DSC signal is not dropping back to zero at high temperatures. Thus, a zero-level correction by subtraction of a polynomial, as suggested in Osten et al. [11] and Milkereit et al. [15, 17] , was not applicable. Experiment specific curve fluctuations (e.g., caused by slight position differences of the sensor-lid or sample [17] ) are definitely minimized by averaging the curves measured for a single set of parameters. This data treatment was recently introduced by our group, and discussed in detail in Kemsies et al. [18] . As the reproducibility of the DSC measurements was found to be high, with small fluctuations, as shown in Figure 1D , we do not plot the curve fluctuation ranges here to maximize the readability of the plots, which also allows for the easy comparison of multiple DSC curves. A dotted straight line is additionally plotted on all the DSC heating and cooling curves, thus indicating the related zero level. A deviation of the measurement curve from this zero level signifies either an endothermic dissolution reaction or an exothermic precipitation reaction. Both the heating and cooling curves are shown here. In terms of the specific heat capacity, the endothermic area is shown upwards in the heating experiments [15, 19] , whereas the exothermic area is shown upwards in the cooling experiments [5] . Any figures presented in the results and discussion section below that consist of DSC curves from different scanning rates are arranged and shifted in order of the scanning rate used, starting with the lowest rate on top.
Microscopy
The samples for the microstructure investigations were heat-treated in a DSC, as well as in a quenching dilatometer (Bähr 805 A/D), based on the DSC results presented below. After thermal preparation, the samples for SEM analysis were cold-embedded in epoxy resin and then mechanically ground and polished with water-free lubricants. The final polishing was done with 0.05 µm oxide polishing suspension. The polished samples were rinsed after polishing and were analyzed in the polished condition.
The SEM samples were analyzed by a field emission SEM (MERLIN®VP Compact, Co. Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany), equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) detector (XFlash 6/30) and analysis software (Quantax400, Co. Bruker, Berlin, Germany). Representative areas of the samples were analyzed and mapped to determine the elemental distribution on basis of the EDX-spectra data by the QUANTAX ESPRIT Microanalysis software (version 2.0).
The embedded and polished samples were mounted on the SEM carrier with adhesive conductive carbon and aluminum tape (Co. PLANO, Wetzlar, Germany). SEM-secondary electron (SEM-SE) images were obtained using high efficiency Everhart-Thornley-type HE-SE detector at 5 kV acceleration voltage. The acceleration voltage for the EDX analysis was varied between 5 and 15 kV.
Samples for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were prepared by mechanical grinding, polishing up to a thickness of 100-150 µm, and further treatment by twin jet electro-polishing in methanol and nitric acid (2:1 ratio). The electrolytic thinning occurs at a temperature of about −20 • C, with a voltage of 12 V. TEM analysis was done by a Zeiss LIBRA 120 (Oberkochen, Germany), equipped with a LaB 6 cathode and an in-column omega spectrometer. Representative areas of the samples were analyzed with 120 kV accelerating voltage and digital images were acquired using a bottom-mount 2 × 2 k slow scan digital camera system (Proscan, Co. TRS, Moorenweis, Germany). Image processing was done with the iTEM software (Olympus Soft Imaging Solutions GmbH, Münster, Germany).
Hardness Tests
The hardness was examined for different solution-annealing conditions and cooling rates to correlate the results of the thermal analysis with a characteristic mechanical value, after a subsequent artificial aging at 180 • C for 4 h. Hardness tests were chosen as the hardness can be tested directly on the DSC samples. The heat treatments, with cooling up to 5 K/s, were carried out in the DSC. However, faster cooling rates of 10 to 300 K/s were also realized in the quenching dilatometer Bähr 805 A/D. The hardness (HV1) was determined with a micro-hardness tester, HMV-2, from Shimadzu, Japan. Six hardness indentations were recorded per parameter set. The results plot the average, hardness values. Additionally, the minimum and maximum values are given as error bars.
Results and Discussion

Continuous Heating of the T651 Initial Condition
The solution-annealing temperature was chosen as 540 • C in several previous investigations of the quench sensitivity of AlMgSi alloys [4, 5, 12] . However, the DSC heating experiments on the particular alloy batch and the initial T651 condition used here (shown in Figure 2 ), even for slow heating at 0.01 K/s, indicate that dissolution of the secondary precipitates of interest is just completed at about 560 • C. Furthermore, Figure 2 shows that the temperature at which the dissolution of the secondary phases is completed strongly depends on the heating rate. An increase in the heating rate shifts this dissolution completion to higher temperatures. As derived from findings in Schumacher et al. [20] , it can be expected that the specific solvus temperature will be reduced by up to a few tens of Kelvin at even lower heating rates or under isothermal solution-annealing conditions. One solution-annealing temperature was thus chosen as 560 • C, which, according to the heating experiments, should be above the equilibrium solvus temperature in any case. As mentioned above, 540 • C is a typical solution-annealing temperature that has been used in previous works, and 550 • C was chosen as the temperature in between these values. Two different solution-annealing soaking durations of 1 and 20 min were also examined. Since the slower CALVET-type DSC required at least 5 min to achieve thermal equilibration [13] , a soaking duration of 1 min is only investigated in the faster DSCs (0.3-5 K/s). Therefore, a systematic investigation of the quench sensitivity or quench-induced precipitation behavior after different solution-annealing conditions was conducted, and the DSC experiments were performed with three significant parameters varied, as follows: Figure 3 highlights one parameter set of the cooling experiments, plotted according to the 540, 550, and 560 • C solution-annealing temperatures. The DSC cooling curves of the two different soaking durations are plotted in two colors. The area between a DSC curve peak and its corresponding zero level is proportional to the precipitation enthalpy, and thus the volume fraction, of the precipitates grown during a certain reaction/peak [4] . Figure 3A shows that the DSC curves/reactions are insensitive to the soaking time at 540 • C. Furthermore, a broad high-temperature reactions (HTRs) peak dominates, even at high cooling rates. A similar pattern is observed if cooling started from 560 • C regarding the insensitivity to soaking time ( Figure 3C ). However, the shape of the cooling curves varies significantly when comparing soaking at these two temperatures. Two main exothermic precipitation reaction peaks are observed for the soaking at 560 • C. The low temperature reactions (LTRs) peak begins to dominate the precipitation behavior during faster cooling from 560 • C. The medium solution-annealing temperature at 550 • C highlights that the soaking duration significantly impacts the curvature of the observed DSC curves, as shown in Figure 3B . Here, the shorter soaking times (1 min) yield DSC curves that are similar to those at 540 • C, whereas the longer soaking times (20 min) yield DSC curves that are similar to those at 560 • C.
Continuous Cooling Experiments, Starting from Different Solution Treatment Conditions
The same DSC data are rearranged in Figure 4 to highlight the role of the solution-annealing temperature. Two major arguments can be derived from these data: (1) only minor differences in the DSC curve curvatures are observed at the slower cooling rates (up to 0.1 K/s, resulting in cooling durations of 1.4 to 14 h) and 20 min of soaking. However, (2) for faster cooling rates of 0.3 to 5 K/s those differences are more significant while those cooling rates additionally are considered to be much more technologically relevant, covering cooling durations ranging from 30 s to a few minutes. Considerably different DSC curves are produced at these fast cooling rates, the two different soaking times, and the range of solution-annealing temperatures, which exhibit the largest differences for the medium cooling rates of 0.3 and 1 K/s.
The findings from Figures 3 and 4 thus suggest that there are two major types of DSC curvatures for a given cooling rate. The resultant DSC curvature obviously depends on the specific solution condition applied prior to cooling. Therefore, the DSC data are arranged into these two types of DSC curves, as shown in Figure 5 . The DSC curves in Figure 5A are dominated by HTRs, while the DSC curves in Figure 5B are dominated by LTRs. This leads one to ask what the cause of these different DSC curves and their quench-induced precipitation behavior is. We thus postulate that the two different types of precipitation behavior depend on whether the cooling started from an incomplete solution (as seen in Figure 5A ) or if a (largely, if not fully) complete solution precedes the cooling (as seen in Figure 5B ). This postulation is derived from three arguments:
i.
According to Figure 2 (and the related discussion), the solvus temperature of the initial T651 condition of this particular batch of EN AW-6082 for slow heating is below 560 • C. ii.
If cooling is starting from a more-or-less complete solution (e.g., 560
• C solution-annealing temperature and 20 min soaking time), the main precipitation begins after a certain degree of undercooling. iii.
The quasi-binary phase diagram Al-Mg 2 Si (Figure 6 ) indicates that the Mg 2 Si equilibrium solvus temperature for this alloy is near or slightly above 540 • C.
Our reasoning for these three arguments is as follows:
The heating rate-specific solvus temperature can drop below 560 • C during very slow heating, as demonstrated in Figure 2 . The cooling experiments in Figure 5 were conducted after relatively fast heating (2 K/s). Therefore, according to Figure 2 , the dissolution remained incomplete at the end of the heating process. A complete solution can still be obtained with the switch to isothermal soaking, as seen in Figure 5B . Here 20 min of soaking at 550 and 560 • C results in precipitation beginning after a certain degree of undercooling, while a short soaking of 1 min at 560 • C still causes the direct onset of precipitation. → ii.: Taking the cooling rate of 0.3 K/s as an example, cooling from 560 • C and 20 min of soaking causes the precipitation to start at about 500 • C, after a certain degree of undercooling. However, starting from a condition that we claim to be an incomplete solution (e.g., 540
• C solution-annealing temperature), the same cooling rate of 0.3 K/s causes the immediate onset of precipitation when the temperature drops below 540 • C, with precipitation thus starting 40 K higher than that in the complete solution. Two different types of precipitation onset (1: immediate precipitation onset with the onset of cooling; and 2: onset of precipitation after a certain degree of undercooling) were attributed to the observations from the quasi-binary Al-Mg 2 Si phase diagram, which depended on whether the cooling starts from the α-Al solid-solution single-phase region or from the α-Al + β-Mg 2 Si two-phase region [21] .
→ iii.: The three applied solution temperatures are indicated in the quasi-binary phase diagram Al-Mg 2 Si and shown in Figure 6 , as well as the estimated maximum amount of Mg 2 Si for the particular batch of EN AW-6082 that was used in the experiments. While the comparison of EN AW-6082 with this phase diagram is a simplification, the precipitation of the β-Mg 2 Si phase from the α-Al solid solution is dominating the HTRs during cooling from the solution treatment of AlMgSi alloys [5] , including two batches of EN AW-6082. It is thus inferred that the most likely phase to be considered in terms of complete solution is β-Mg 2 Si. The equilibrium solvus of the estimated β-Mg 2 Si mass fraction is close to 540 • C, which is additionally supported by the DSC experiments shown in Figure 7 . The latter used soaking durations ranging from 1 to 120 min at 540 • C that preceded a cooling rate of 1 K/s. A complete solution was still not attained after two hours of soaking at 540 • C, with the Mg 2 Si precipitation starting concurrently with the onset of cooling. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the alloy batch-specific equilibrium β-Mg 2 Si solvus temperature is close to 540 • C (very likely a few Kelvin above 540 • C).
It can thus be concluded that a relatively short soaking at a high enough temperature (some 10 K above the alloy specific solvus) can result in the intended complete solution. The formation of a complete solution requires both an appropriate solution temperature and soaking duration to be chosen. As seen from the above results, a complete solution as the initial condition for subsequent cooling results in the initiation of precipitation temperatures that are some 10 Kelvin lower that the initial condition of an incomplete solution. This aspect can be quite important in an industrial/production context. For instance, the transportation of the solution-treated part from the furnace to the quenching media is unavoidably going to experience some cooling before quenching. Ensuring a complete solution during the technological application of the solution treatment can thus help to avoid quench-induced precipitation. This aspect might be of even more relevance, because the general quench sensitivity is also increased if the dissolution remains incomplete during the solution treatment (see the discussion on hardness below). 
Analysis of the Quench-Induced Microstructure
The schematic temperature-time profile applied for the heat treatment of samples used for the microstructure analysis is shown in Figure 8 . The parameters were chosen based on the cooling DSC results. For clarity, the corresponding DSC curves are plotted next to the microstructure images in Figures 9A and 10A. Figures 9 and 10 show the DSC curves and representative SEM-SE images from 540 • C and 560 • C, respectively, with 20 min of soaking and a cooling rate of 0.3 K/s. The cooling was continued at this low rate down room temperature in Figure 9B ,D and Figure 10B ,D. Alternatively, the low cooling rate of 0.3 K/s was applied until 425 • C, and subsequently overcritically gas-quenched (~400 K/s) to room temperature (see Figure 8 ) in Figure 9C ,E and Figure 10C ,E. Some similar microstructural components are observed in the SEM-SE images under both conditions. This is exemplified through the coarse primary, intermetallic, mostly irregularly shaped particles in a variety of dimensions in the µm range. These primary particles appear bright in the SEM-SE images. EDX revealed them to be enriched in Fe, Mn, and Si. Those primary particles most likely precipitated from the melt.
Coarse dark particles are also seen in Figure 9 . EDX showed an enrichment of Mg and Si for these particles. Based on both our experience and the published literature, these are β-Mg 2 Si-phase particles [4, 5] . Nucleation of Mg 2 Si is reported to occur on primary Fe, Mn, and Si rich intermetallic particles. Such primary particles are also often found within the Mg 2 Si particles (e.g., see Figure 9E ). Figure 10 contains fewer and smaller Mg 2 Si particles, corresponding to the weaker HTR. As seen from Figure 9C ,E, as well as Figure 10C ,E, Mg 2 Si is already present when the HTRs are nearly finished, as detected by DSC. This is in perfect agreement with previous studies that report the HTRs in AlMgSi alloys were predominantly caused by the precipitation of β-Mg 2 Si-phase particles [5] . These Mg 2 Si particles are found almost unchanged if there is continuous cooling down to room temperature. Another population of smaller, dark, regularly shaped, elongated particles is also precipitated during the LTRs, as seen from the SEM-SE images ( Figures 9D and 10D) . Plate-or rod-shaped, elongated particles can even better be detected via TEM (see Figure 10F ). Their sizes range from a few hundreds of nm to a few µm in length, and some tens to a few hundreds of nm in diameter. Previous studies suggest that these particles likely belong to the B -Mg 5 Si 4 Al 2 phase [5] . Nucleation of the quench-induced B -particles is reported to occur on dispersoids [5] , and thus forms a much smaller and finer distribution of nucleation sites compared to the nucleation sites of the HTRs precipitation of β-Mg 2 Si.
The following inferences can be made with regard to the onset condition of cooling, which largely depend on whether the solution is a complete or incomplete solution. The HTRs dominate the quench-induced precipitation behavior, and thus the DSC curve, if the cooling starts from an incomplete solution. As discussed above, the HTRs are predominantly related to the precipitation of the β-Mg 2 Si phase. Although it is difficult to statistically conclude this possibility from the two SEM images plotted here, a comparison of the microstructures after cooling from 540 • C ( Figure 9C ) and 560 • C ( Figure 10C) shows that there is a higher number of even larger Mg 2 Si particles if the cooling started with an incomplete solution ( Figure 9C ). This is also supported by a number of additionally recorded SEM images that are not shown here. Furthermore, the DSC peak areas, which are proportional to the volume fraction precipitated [2] , suggest that the precipitated volume fraction of Mg 2 Si is much higher if the same cooling rate is applied to an initially incomplete solution. However, if the cooling is starting from a complete solution (with respect to Mg 2 Si), the quench-induced precipitation is dominated by the LTRs, which are related to the precipitation of B -Mg 5 Si 4 Al 2 . The latter considerations particularly hold if one specific (medium to fast) cooling rate is considered to start from the different initial conditions of an incomplete or complete solution. We interpret this to be related to the following: if the dissolution of the remaining Mg 2 Si is incomplete, there is no need for new nucleation of that phase, and the existing Mg 2 Si particles are immediately able to grow again with the onset of cooling. The Mg 2 Si-precipitation out of a complete solution, though, requires a certain amount of time to initiate the precipitation by nucleation. Thus, dynamic suppression of the precipitation of this equilibrium phase is much easier, which substantially reduces the precipitated volume fraction at the specific cooling rate. In general, it can be stated, that quench-induced precipitates reduce the atomic fraction of alloying elements in solid solution which are available for final aging. This reduced amount of solutes is reducing the age hardening potential as the amount of strength increasing precipitates will be lowered.
Hardness Development after Cooling at Various Rates and Additional Artificial Aging
Incomplete dissolution accelerates the kinetics of quench-induced precipitation due to a reduced effort for nucleation, particularly for coarse high-temperature precipitates. The influence of an incomplete versus complete solution, with respect to the quench sensitivity of EN AW-6082, is also obvious from the hardness values after cooling and subsequent aging. Figure 11 compares the hardness after cooling from the 540 and 560 • C solution-annealing temperatures for 1 min and subsequent artificial aging as functions of cooling rate. 
